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side, as a friend, lover, and now, against oddsmakers' A collection of more than 400 heartfelt words of
predictions—as his wife and future princess consort. sympathy, reflections and original works of poetry
Through PEOPLE's unmatched palace reporting and dedicated to Diana by people from all walks of life
photography, revisit the scandal that revealed a
and every corner of the earth from the rich and
decades-long love story, with its own unexpected
famous to the poor and unknown. From a mother of
happy ending for Prince Charles and the tragedy of three in Sydney, Australia, to a worker in Rydgoszcz,
the untimely death of the woman who, though never Poland. From an eight year-old girl in Cumberland,
queen, was the queen of people's hearts.
Rhode Island, to a yound man from Tel-Aviv, Israel.
The Murder of Princess Diana Createspace
The collection includes a profile of Diana; the funeral
Princess Diana Memoir John Blake
This book intervenes in debates over the significance of Diana, Independent Publishing Platform
program; the touching eulogy by her brother Earl
Princess of Wales by offering a critical account of her media
A Princess Remembered Embrace the lasting legacy Spencer; the tribute from her Majesty Queen
iconicity from 1981 to the present. It outlines the historical
of Princess Diana with this keepsake Special Edition, Elizabeth 11; and a special tribute from bestselling
development of representations of Diana, analysing the ways filled with insightful writing and gorgeous
author and poet Maya Angelou
in which the Princess has been understood via discourses of
Diana, A Cultural History Banovallum Books
photography from the LIFE archives. At her
gender, sexuality, race, economic class, the royal, national
An updated biography chronicles the Princess' life after
storybook royal wedding in 1981-"The Wedding of
identity, and the human. The book then goes on to assess the
the breakup of her marriage and recalls the events
the Century"-Diana Spencer seemed the perfect
issues at stake in debates over the 'meaning' of Diana, such as
leading to her tragic death and unforgettable funeral
match for Prince Charles, the dashing heir to the
the gender politics of cultural icon-making and deconstruction,
The Unforgettable Diana Penguin
British throne. Though their story did not end
and conflicting notions of cultural value.
Following her untimely death, one can't help but reminisce on
happily ever after, Diana's talent for truly connecting the daring personality such as Princess Diana, especially now
Diana Random House (NY)
In the ten years since Princess Diana’s shocking and tragic death in 1997, her with people changed the monarchy forever, and her that her ex-husband is the King. One would wonder what kind
hold on the world’s imagination has only increased. For The People’s
commitment to helping the underprivileged continues of Queen she would have become. Obviously, she would be
Princess, Larry King asked many people who knew Diana, some officially and to inspire us today. From Prince William and Kate
remarkable, just like she was when she was alive. Inside this
some more personally, for their favorite memories. Sir Richard Branson recalls
book, you will understand that Diana wasn't just a beauty to
Middleton, to Prince Harry, and even Queen
Diana sitting in the cockpit of one of his private planes with baby Prince
behold or one of the most popular members of the British
Elizabeth II, England's royal family shows the
William on her lap; as they flew past Windsor Castle she announced, “On
monarchy, but she was an influence that moved a lot of
our right you have Grandma’s house!” Heather Mills, who, like Diana, has influence of Diana's bold and brave choices. LIFE
people and it is sad that she didn't live for so long, and even
been a tireless campaigner for charitable causes, recalls Diana’s work to
Diana offers a touching remembrance of "The
sadder that we would never feel her impact as a Queen. But,
eradicate the scourge of land mines, as well as the time she was photographed People's Princess," 20 years after her tragic death.
her works will remain in a lot of hearts she once touched.
shaking hands with an AIDS patient in a London hospital, doing so much to
counteract the stigma associated with the disease at the time. British radio and
television personality Chris Tarrant recalls how clearly nervous he was upon
meeting Diana for the first time, and how she put him at ease with an
incredibly rude joke about Kermit the Frog. Photographer Tim Graham
remembers Diana lying on the floor with baby William in order to coax a
smile from the young prince. And her chief bodyguard recalls how happy and
at peace she seemed on the day he agreed to her simple request: to be allowed
to walk, truly alone for once, along a beautiful, deserted beach. Some of these
recollections are warm and intimate, celebrating Diana for her ability to make
a human connection with everyone she met, others are perceptive and
revealing, even about Diana’s human failings and frailties. Together, they
coalesce into a multifaceted portrait of a woman that the world has long
desired to know a little better.

PEOPLE Diana, Charles, and Camilla: The Untold Story
Essential Library
Over fifty photographs and accompanying remembrances
celebrate the key moments of the late Princess of
Wales' life
Diana Salamander Books
The story of Princess Diana, from her early childhood until
her premature death and the following funeral in 1997.

The People's Princess Citadel Press
Chronicles the private and public life and
accomplishments of the late Princess of Wales

Diana Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
This book intervenes in debates over the significance of
Diana Princess of Wales (A True Book: Queens and Princesses) Diana, Princess of Wales by offering a critical account of her
media iconicity from 1981 to the present. It outlines the
Gareth Stevens Publishing LLLP
historical development of representations of Diana, analysing
The latest LPBD instalment tells the tragic, but beautiful, story the ways in which the Princess has been understood via
of Princess Diana, the 'people's princess'.
discourses of gender, sexuality, race, economic class, the
Who Was Princess Diana? Batsford
royal, national identity, and the human. The book then goes
on to assess the issues at stake in debates over the 'meaning'
This book is a great way to learn the
of Diana, such as the gender politics of cultural icon-making
history of Diana without exploiting the
and deconstruction, and conflicting notions of cultural value.
controversial aspects of her life. The
The People’s PrincessPalgrave Macmillan
cover is striking, the illustrations show a The royal family of Britain has always been in the spotlight,
respect for detail, and the story is
but few figures have been as beloved as Princess Diana.
clearly researched and poigantly written . When Lady Diana Spencer married Prince Charles in 1981 at
The Murder Of Princess Diana Running Press Book St. Paul's Cathedral, there were 600,000 people in the
streets of London and a TV audience of 750 million viewers.
Publishers
This beautiful biography shows readers the life and work of
A biography of the Princess of Wales beginning with
Princess Diana, who used her celebrity status to do amazing
her childhood and including her death in 1997.
charitable works. One of her most passionate causes was
Remembering Diana Penguin
raising awareness of AIDS and challenging the stigma these
Argues that the death of Princess Diana was not
patients faced. Full-color photographs and images illustrate
accidental, examining events and circumstances
Princess Diana's story, while fun fact boxes offer bite-sized
bits of information.
surrounding the car accident and the subsequent

Diana Crown Archetype
Learn how Lady Diana Spencer became the People's
Princess as she takes her place in the ranks of the
Who Was? series. A shy twenty-year-old girl
stepped out of a horse-drawn coach and into the
world spotlight, capturing the imagination of millions
as a real life fairytale princess. Although the
storybook marriage didn't have a happy ending,
Diana learned to use her fame as a way to champion
charitable causes near to her heart. She became the
People's Princess by humanizing the image of the
royal family and showing care and concern for all
people, including the homeless, the sick, and others
The People's Princess HarperCollins UK
&“There were three of us in this marriage, so it was in need.
Before the Crown Time Home Entertainment
a bit crowded." It was 25 years ago that Diana,
Princess of Wales shared in a TV interview what it A brief illustrated biography of the Princess of Wales.
Princess Diana Time Home Entertainment
felt like to be inside the most talked-about love
This informative title covers the life of the People's
triangle of the 20th century. Now in this special
edition PEOPLE is takes an in-depth look at the true Princess, Diana, Princess of Wales. Readers learn of
her childhood, her parent's divorce and her father's
story of Diana, Charles, and Camilla. Millions were
remarriage, her trip to boarding school, and the
enchanted by the fairy tale of the future King of
England and his young bride, and then by the arrival affects of these events on her life. Diana'
Diana - the People's Princess - 25 Years Infobase
of their sons, Princes William and Harry. But
through it all Camilla Parker Bowles was by Charles' Publishing
investigation. Reissue.
Diana, A Cultural History Independently Published
"Photos from the ... National Geographic archives
document the royal's most memorable moments in the
spotlight; a ... personal remembrance by Diana friend
and biographer Tina Brown adds context and nuance to a
... life twenty years after her tragic death. Float down
memory lane through more than 100 ... images of Diana,
from her days as a schoolgirl to her engagement to
Prince Charles, the birth of Princes William and Harry,
and her life in the media as an outspoken advocate for
the poor, the sick, and the downtrodden"--Provided by
publisher.
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